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B Corp Certification for $5B+ Companies
B Lab is delighted to be continuing our engagement with large multinational companies 
pursuing B Corp Certification. In 2020, companies with revenues of over $5 Billion USD in 
annual revenue are asked to submit the following application to express interest in beginning 
the early stages of the certification process. 

B Lab will prioritize companies to begin the certification process that can demonstrate 
alignment with, adequate resources and overall readiness for certification. Responses 
provided in the application will also inform pricing for the certification process for the 
companies selected. To learn more about B Lab’s approach to pricing large multinational 
companies, see here. Applications will be reviewed in Q1 2020; selected companies will be 
informed of their selection status and next steps by the end of the quarter. 

Please complete and submit your application to your B Lab Contact by February 15th, 2020.  
Companies are encouraged to be as detailed as possible in their responses; Your B Lab contact 
can help provide clarity and guidance on how to complete the application; B Lab may reach 
out with clarifications and specific follow-ups as they review applications.

What are the Early Stages of the Certification Process? 
Companies selected will begin the certification process by completing the Prescreen.  The 
Prescreen reviews the following components of a company's impact and operations, and 
offers an analysis of each:

● BIA Performance Screen- The company will complete a version of the B Impact Assessment (BIA) to 
evaluate the impact of a representative subsidiary and of its headquarters. These BIAs should be 
completed on a preliminary basis, using estimates. The two sample BIAs will be reviewed by B Lab to 
evaluate the company’s performance against the BIA standard and to provide feedback on the company's 
likelihood of meeting the B Corp Performance Requirement. 

● Risk Screen- The company will complete a Disclosure Questionnaire, Risk Assessment and submit 
self-reported disclosure items, highlighting any sensitive topics related to its operations or industry. B 
Lab will analyse the submitted materials and the results of a background check and reputational risk 
analysis to communicate certification eligibility implications

● Baseline Requirements Screen- The company will submit documentation indicating how it currently 
meets each of the baseline requirement. B Lab will review the documents and provide feedback to the 
company on gaps that may need to be filled in order to meet the complete set of Baseline Requirements to 
fulfill B Corporation Certification criteria. 

In addition to and following the Prescreen, many companies will be 
required to complete a more comprehensive Eligibility 
Review. At the conclusion of the Prescreen and Eligibility 
Review (if needed), companies will have the option to move 
onto the Scoping, Improvement and Verification steps of the 
certification process.  For companies with positive results 
from the Prescreen that want to move forward with 
certification, this is a good time to work with B Lab to craft a 
public-facing statement about their intent to certify.

Learn More: 
● Certification Process 

Overview
● Prescreen for $5B+ 

Parent Companies
● Prescreen for <$5b 

Companies and 
Subsidiaries 

.

https://pardot.bcorporation.net/l/39792/2019-06-29/92kh7g?_ga=2.80871383.1559754341.1573552859-586760562.1558885583
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ofkc__XoqVKQL4b4ng91oDpkqxVj2kW9/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ofkc__XoqVKQL4b4ng91oDpkqxVj2kW9/view?usp=sharing
https://go.pardot.com/l/39792/2019-04-03/8z1rhl/39792/196949/Prescreen_Process_Overview_for_Parent_Companies_with__5B__Revenues_.pdf
https://go.pardot.com/l/39792/2019-04-03/8z1rhl/39792/196949/Prescreen_Process_Overview_for_Parent_Companies_with__5B__Revenues_.pdf
https://go.pardot.com/l/39792/2019-04-02/8z19lj/39792/196549/Prescreen_Process_Overview.pdf
https://go.pardot.com/l/39792/2019-04-02/8z19lj/39792/196549/Prescreen_Process_Overview.pdf
https://go.pardot.com/l/39792/2019-04-02/8z19lj/39792/196549/Prescreen_Process_Overview.pdf


Application Questions
Please provide responses to the questions below in a separate document, in as much detail as 
possible. 

Company Overview:
1. Entity Name:
2. Other Names Known By (DBA):
3. Corporate Form: 
4. Country of Incorporation: 
5. Ownership (Public/Private; if private, specify if the company is wholly or majority 

owned by another company, if public, specify on which exchange, and include the 
company's market cap): 

6. Number of Subsidiaries (including all consolidated entities that the company directly or 
indirectly owns, or exercises control over if it operates any Joint Ventures)

7. Number of Business Units (May be defined by Geography, by Product type, by 
Management Structure...etc., and may be reflected in how the company summarizes 
financial performance internally or as reported via Quarterly financials) 

8. Countries of Operations (Subsidiaries, employees or sales)
9. Total Number of Locations (Distinct locations owned or leased by the certifying entity 

and by its subsidiaries)
10. Revenue Last Fiscal Year:
11. Industries (Agriculture, Consumer Product Goods, Financial Services, Health, etc.) 
12. Brands (Please list external facing brands that your company sells or operates under)
13. Operational Centralization (Please describe the level of which your organization is 

internerally centralized or decentralized across global operations; i.e. Governance & 
Management Teams, Goals/KPIs, Business Strategy, Benefits, Procurement, 
Environmental Policies) 

14. Primary Language Spoken

Engagement to Date:
1. Tell us how your company has taken a leadership position on its sustainability to date. 

Information on key initiatives, timeline and commitment of resources to achieve goals 
is helpful.

2. Have any subsidiaries owned by the company sought or obtained B Corp certification? If 
yes, which subsidiaries?

3. Give details of your company’s engagement with the B Corp movement to date (ie - 
attending specific events, speaking engagements, etc.):

4. Has your company engaged with senior leadership and board/advisory bodies to 
discuss B Corp Certification?  If yes, please provide as much detail as possible about 
discussion content and key questions raised.

5. Have there been any discussions about the B Corp Legal Requirement with in-house 
counsel and/or the board/advisory body?  if yes, please provide as much detail as 
possible about discussion content and key questions raised.

6. Are there C-suite champions for certification at the company? If so, who?



Resources:
1. Has the company committed financial resources to support participation with the B 

Corp movement and for the certification process?
2. Has the company identified an individual or group of individuals who are tasked 

with managing the certification process internally? If so, who? How much of their 
time will be dedicated towards the certification process? 

3. What amount of resources has the company allocated for core individuals tasked 
with managing this process (typically CEO, Sustainability Director, Legal Council, HR 
and Procurement Directors) internally?1

Other:
1. Tell us about any sensitive industries or adverse industry practices that may impact 

your ability to achieve B Corp certification?  How might your company mitigate 
those risks?

2. $5b+ companies will be asked to meet a core set of baseline requirements.  Please 
indicate (yes/no) which of the requirements you are already fulfilling, and provide 
any supplemental details, as relevant: 
a. Reporting - An annual, comprehensive impact report transparent to the public using a third 

party standard (GRI, BIA, etc).
b. Materiality Assessment - A transparent materiality produced by a materiality assessment 

and stakeholder engagement process, conducted on a regular basis (minimum every other 
year with mechanisms for intermediate updates as appropriate), used to identify relevant 
megatrends and material topics to the company, that includes a transparent grievance / 
complaint mechanism, and that is overseen by the Board of Directors.

c. Materiality Issues Management - Established management strategies on the most material 
issues relevant  to the business, that is overseen by the Board of Directors, and includes 
specific, aspirational performance goals, can demonstrate progress towards those goals, and 
are made transparent to stakeholders.

d. Tax & Government Affairs Disclosure - A disclosure statement on their tax philosophy / 
approach and government affairs (lobbying / advocacy) including the companies overall 
effective tax rate, and that is overseen by the Board of Directors.

e. Human Rights Policy - A specific human rights policy that is overseen by the Board of 
Directors, and includes EITHER an explicit commitment to key human rights covenants 
(including the UN Declaration of Human Rights, UN Guiding Principles on Business and 
Human Rights, and ILO Principles), OR identifies the most salient human rights issues 
relevant to the business and its overall operations through a human rights risk assessment.

1Due to the complexity of the process, approximately 1.5 FTE are needed for a company to be able to engage in 

this process meaningfully and efficiently.



Appendix: Timeline for $5B+ 
Companies through the 
Prescreen, Eligibility Review 
and Scoping



Prescreen Timeline

Outcomes:  The company will receive a flag rating (Green, Yellow, Red) on its BIA submission/, 
indicating the likelihood of it meeting the performance requirements for B Corp Certification. 
The company will receive an indication of ESG risk and associated eligibility implications for 
the company’s B Corp Certification process. The company will receive a flag rating indication 
of its status in fulfilling the Baseline Requirements, and identify the necessary next steps. 

Company to complete and submit 
2-3 representative BIAs 

Company to complete the 
Disclosure Questionnaire and 
submit voluntary disclosures

Month 1 Month 2 Month 3 Month 4 Month 5 Month 6

Company to share Prescreen 
Documentation with B Lab

Company to complete Evaluation 
calls with B Lab to discuss BIAs

Company to submit follow up 
information to B Lab and review 
ESG risk screening and results

B Lab to review information shared 
and summarize findings in a 

Preliminary Prescreen Report

Company provides follow ups to 
Preliminary Report and receives 

Final Prescreen Report

Sign the Commitment Letter and 
agree upon a Project Timeline



Eligibility Review Timeline (if required)

Outcomes:  The company will receive final B Corp Certification eligibility guidance, specific to 
the potentially sensitive practices identified during the Prescreen.

Company will receive and respond 
to follow up questions related to 

Eligibility Review topic areas

Company to respond to follow ups 
as required

Month 7 Month 8 Month 9 Month 10 Month 11 Month 12

Company will receive and review 
an Eligibility Review summary 

memo

B Lab's Standards Advisory 
Council reviews sensitive issues 

presented by B Lab and the 
company to determine eligibility.

Scoping Timeline 

Outcomes:  The company will receive a Certification Memo that contains summary 
information on how it may assess its operations in a consolidated / aggregated manner, and at 
which entities it is to apply the Legal Requirement for B Corp Certification  
 

Company to provide various 
organizational/operational 
information to determine 

assessment approach 
Company to work with B Lab to 

identify pathways to certification; 
phased certification approach is 

likely to apply

Month 13 Month 14 Month 15


